
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER HUMAN CLONING SHOULD BE

PERMITTED

The idea of splitting off cells from embryos to clone human think the practice should not be permitted. A closer look .
embryos that cloning research, if not.

On the other hand, there are the morally relevant facts that this research involves the deliberate production,
use, and ultimate destruction of cloned human embryos, and that the cloned embryos produced for research are
no different from cloned embryos that could be used in attempts to produce cloned children. That implied the
creation of humans for reasons other than existence. That decision was endorsed by the Supreme Court,
leading to a patchwork of permission throughout the republic. This means that, while we might prefer to avoid
the choice, it is ours to make. It was critical to come to terms with that challenge, swiftly and without delay.
The inspiring example of exceptional persons who bear bravely the great burdens of illness or injury should
not blind us to the powerful warrants for research and therapy that might lift these burdens. The team of
scientists or the somatic cell donor? Whatever their choices in that regard, domestic policies should be
respected, as should the various philosophical, cultural and religious circumstances that had led to the
legislation. He said his country was actively researching a legal framework for genetic engineering and
biotechnology. A temporary five-year ban on human cloning would enable his country to make a balanced
decision on the question, he went on. Here, too, neuronal cell-systems derived from adult stem cells carrying
the mutations might serve as well as those derived from cloned embryonic stem cells. In fact, as I have noted
elsewhere, cloning laws that are not accompanied by thoughtful policy analysis may have the unintended
effect of legitimizes perceptions of genetic determinism. Stem cells taken from the genetically modified
cloned embryo might then be used to develop bone marrow stem cells to transplant back into the patient. In
the UK scientists at The Roslin Institute, who cloned Dolly the sheep, are to seek permission from the
government's fertility authority for a licence to carry out experiments on human embryos. Steve, UK Any
excuse to bring a new life is a good one At the same moment we should remember that every invention has
two sides. It was important to produce a convention that was broad and inclusive, to encompass not only the
legal but moral, scientific and social dimensions. Finally, there is the question of the spirit in which this
examination should be conducted. In prior experiments involving primates, this process failed during the
blastocyst stage of embryonic development. At the same time, those who believe that early-stage embryos are
the moral equivalent of a human person see Part IV below are also, we believe, misguided. Both the facts
scientific and moral and our ethical principles must be consulted in trying to judge what is best. We
acknowledge the difficulty of setting perfectly clear lines marking when an embryo's moral status goes from
"less than a human person" to "like a human person" to "fully a human person. Celebrating its achievements
and eager for its gifts to human welfare, modern societies embrace and invest heavily in medical research and
grant scientists great freedom to inquire and experiment. The great majority of people have an intuitive sense
that human beings should not be cloned. Before fourteen days, this possibility remains. Who are the brother
and sister of a clone? Yet we believe that, on balance, the objections to cloning-for-biomedical-research are
outweighed by the good that can be done for current and future individuals who suffer. Not an official record.
Discussion Concerns About Human Dignity Numerous arguments of varying persuasive force have been put
forward as justifications for a ban on reproductive cloning. Ian, UK I think the cloning of humans should be
allowed just because it is totally immoral to allow the cloning of sheep, cats, monkeys, etc but not humans.
While no single criterion like "appearance," "self-consciousness," "the capacity to express needs and desires,"
or "the capacity to feel pain" can by itself be decisive in conferring human dignity, the absence of all such
criteria in the early-stage embryo or cloned embryo suggests that it is not a truly human being, but something
different, commanding our respect because of what it is and may become, but yet not fully one of us. Every
medical technology carries with it a degree of risk. It hurts public debate. I understand and agree that
registration on or use of this site constitutes agreement to its User Agreement and Privacy Policy Subscribe.
She said that the Additional Protocol had been the first binding international treaty on human cloning, and it
banned the practice of creating a human being genetically identical to another, whether living or dead.


